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For new vehicles to be uploaded to our systems, please fill in the excel file called MASTER_FILE attached to the present manual with all the relevant vehicle data and 

send it per e-mail to the following address: help.desk@targatelematics.com.

In order to precisely classify the vehicle model and version, a corresponding Model Version ID must be retrieved. To do so, search for the exact Brand, Model, Version 

and Engine Type of the vehicle you want to upload to our system in the second excel sheet of the MASTER_FILE, called SIT Models. Each exact model corresponds to a 

Model Version ID you can find in column C of the same sheet. Copy-paste it in column A (Model Version ID) of the Master File worksheet. Columns I to Q of the Master 

File sheet will autocomplete accordingly, with the equivalent BRAND, MODEL, PRODUCTION START, VERSION, FULL MODEL NAME, FUEL, ENGINE DISPLACEMENT, 

ENGINE POWER and GENERIC MODEL.

The file is composed of two worksheets: Master File and SIT Models.

The first worksheet, called Master File, contains a table to be filled out with the vehicle data as shown in the 

example table you can find above it. Red fields are mandatory, yellow ones are recommended for delivering 

specific services such as vehicle reports and maintenance schedules. Green-pink fields are automatically 

completed depending on what is inserted in column A (MODEL VERSION ID).
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Example of use

Let’s suppose you need to have a Jeep Renegade MY 2018, 2.0 Multijet 120 HP, Number Plate: AB123CD, VIN: ABCDEFGH12345678 uploaded to the system.

In the SIT Models sheet, filter the Jeep Brand in column D:

Select Renegade as model from column E:
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Idendify the exact version of your vehicle and select it from column H, verify that engine power and displacement are the right ones:

When the filtering has narrowed down the data to just one line, copy the corresponding Model Version ID you can find in column C:
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Paste the obtained ID in column A of the Master File sheet (Model Version ID), all features describing the corresponding vehicle model and version will automatically 

appear in columns I to Q.

Complete the remaining fields of the Master File table, especially the red-marked ones:

Save the file and send it to: help.desk@targatelematics.com.

Once you receive a written confirmation that the new vehicle has been successfully uploaded, you can proceed with the device testing. Please note that this kind of 
requests normally takes up to 48 hours to be processed.

TABLE LABELS EXPLANATION

Model Version ID:: Necessary to identify the exact vehicle model and version, useful especially to retrieve the right CAN data in case of plexer installation.

Number Plate: vehicle registration number, useful for quick vehicle identification in case of theft. If missing, VIN will be used instead.

Display Name: name that will show up in your fleet management portal. If missing, Number plate will be displayed instead.

VIN: univocal vehicle identification number.

Colour: this field is important for a quick identification of the vehicle in case of theft.

Registration date: it defines when the vehicle started circulating, important to monitor maintenance schedules in the fleet management portal.

Mileage: useful to display correct mileage and identify correct maintenance schedules in the fleet management portal.

Notes: to be filled out in case of particular remarks on vehicle.
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WHAT TO DO IF MY VEHICLE IS NOT LISTED?

1. If a specific version or engine type of a model is not present in the SIT Models list, use the generic model instead. Just select the version that has the same name 

as its model and where the model full name is empty and then copy-paste its corresponding model-version-id in the Master File sheet:

3. If the model, version or even brand is completely absent from the list (such as agricultural or airport vehicles, boats), we recommend using the Master_File_

Simplified excel file attached to the present manual. This version lacks the SIT Models sheet and has no Model Version ID to enter in the Master File sheet. It 

requires you to complete the table by entering Brand, Model and Version manually.

2. Otherwise, select the model that is closest to the one to be inserted. Slight deviations in engine power or displacement are tolerated.

Please be specific, resort to your Vehicle Registration Certificate if necessary.


